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Summary The evolution of the entrainment coefficient
of the rotating fluid in a rotor-stator cavity, is studied with an imposed
centripetal flux and according to the flow control parameters. Measurements are realised by a two component laser Doppler anemometry
(L.D.A.). It is shown that the coefficient depends on a local flow rate coefficient  of the fluid according to a  power law whose
coefficients depend on the value of the velocity at the entry of the cavity. A theoretical analysis confirms the asymptotic behavior.

INTRODUCTION
Rotating flows are studied since more than one century [2] because they are present in many rotating machines. Of prime
importance for these flows is the rate of rotation
(or entrainment coefficient) of the fluid in the rotor-stator cavity.
The values taken by this coefficient determine in fact the rotating machine operating conditions. Following the analysis
performed by R. Gassiat in his thesis [3], our study relates to the determination of when a centripetal flux is added on
the rotating flow. We show that a local flow rate coefficient  is the similarity parameter of the flow and can be used
directly to calculate . As these values are connected to the pressure gradient across the cavity, the knowledge of is
particulary interesting from an industrial point of view.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
z

The cavity consists of a fixed disk (stator) and of a rotating
disk (rotor) which rotates at the uniform angular velocity @ .
Ω
The height of the cavity A is variable. The flow depends mainly
on three control parameters which are : the Reynolds number
BC7D @EGFHJI (E the local radius, I the water kinematic viscosQ
h
BKDML HON+PGQSRT@ B F A%U (R the water
ity), the Rossby number
r
D AWH B . AF centripetal and
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density) and the aspect ratio V
L
F
variable flux
is imposed on the basic flow. At the cavity
R
entry, the fluid rotation is ensured by a complementary device
R
linked to the rotor. At rest, the cavity is maintained with a
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cavity with ! "#%$ , pressure of P bars to avoid cavitation effects. The temperature
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$ , ,-.0/21.343 , 5 $ 6  7383 , is also maintained constant by a special water cooling device.
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The flow is supposed to be axisymmetric. By L.D.A., the two
velocities components, radial velocity X% and tangential velocity X%Y are measured in the frame NZEG[]\^U . For a given radius the rate of rotation of the fluid is defined by the ratio of the
D X_Y`NZEUaHON+@EU ).
tangential velocity of the fluid in the rotating core and the disk velocity at the same radius position (
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RESULTS
The challenge is to find a relation giving the rate of rotation of the fluid versus A , @ and
called the local flow rate coefficient whose expression will be determined in the following.

L

by using a new coefficient

Definition of the local flow rate coefficient  
It is recalled that we consider a flow with two boundary layers separated by a central rotating core : the Ekman layer on
the rotor and the Bödewadt layer on the stator. First we seek an expression for the thickness of the Ekman layer [5]. We
consider a volume element of bc in height and d^e in surface inside the boundary layer of the rotating disk. In this volume
element the balance between the centrifugal force and the shearing stress is expressed by :

f2gihajlk.m d!e D RnEo@ F b c d!e
(1)
where m is the angle formed by the shearing stress at the wall f g and the tangential direction.
If it is supposed that the velocity profile evolves according to a pH`q power law, the tangential component of shearing stress
is given by (The external velocity of the boundary layer is the core velocity decreased by the disk velocity) :

f gr2s hOm D R?NtN+vu>pUwEo@.Utx]yaz:N+I{HGbc<Ua|aytz

(2)

By supposing that the angle m of stream lines inclination remains constant along the radius E , we find the expression of
the Ekman layer thickness : b c6} E<N+vu>pU x~ya N@EFGHIU~ |ay] .
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Secondly we seek an expression for the Bödewadt layer thickness. Contrary to [1], it is supposed that the radial friction is
controlled in this boundary layer by the radial flux :
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(3)
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The combination of these two last relations gives the expression of the Bödewadt layer thickness b  }
Now by considering that radial velocity in the rotating core is zero (that is experimentally verified), the continuity equation
reads:
(5)
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and X

c

are mean velocities proportional to the maximum values of the boundary layers velocities (for large

):

(6)
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} N   N   U |ty] U ~ yax , which gives finally the required expression of the similarity
By using (5) and (6), we get:
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parameter   :
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D N 0   U , where  and  are constants determined experimentaly. It
Under these conditions we can write
]y]x
D
B
can be noticed that for E
, we find the same expression for   that in [4].
F
Experimental results
L
The experimental device previously described have been used to test relation (7) by determining for many values of ,
@ and E and for two values
A . The whole of the experimental results are in good agreement (see fig.2) with the
gapD
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 ) is validated in the range of Reynolds number
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Figure 2.
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